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Trimbex #TRIM is a decentralized multi-
utility cryptocurrency based on the polygon,
Trimbex aims to change the world for the
better by combining Web3, NFT, Metaverse,
GameFi and other Blockchain Specifications.
Trimbex is an Polygon Token that can be
used for it with low gas fees with all the
operations needed for the Trimbex
Ecosystem. To develop a complete
sustainable and decentralized NFT,
Metaverse, GameFi infrastructure by
incorporating modern technology such as
VR, AI, and Web3 into our Trimbex Chain
and Trimbex Ecosystem.

ABSTRACT 



The trimbex.com is all about decentralizing the internet
with a new protocol. DApps, NFTs, WEB3, GameFi,
Metaverse, Nano payments, and super fast streaming are
just some of the benefits for you…!

As an endeavor to adorn the universe with super cool
Decentralized Technologies and change the world with
Web3 specifications and other blockchain spells.
Trimbex aims to change the world for the better by
combining Web 3.0, NFT, Metaverse and other
Blockchain Specifications. This is a welcoming
invitation to a different world where you can interact
virtually and create a virtual government using
Blockchain Technology in which you can play a role.
The acquisition of Trimbex Tokens enables you to also
enter into a whole new world of opportunities and
potential. Trimbex is a decentralized multi-utility
cryptocurrency based on polygon blockchain, with a
limited Total Supply of 3 Million. The entire premise
behind Trimbex and Blockchain Technology was to
create a universal, democratic system where everyone
can participate without any restrictions.
Decentralization ensures that no single person or
entity is entitled to control the Ecosystem and from
one side we see and accept the progressive role of
digital technologies in the modern world.

INTRODUCTION



On the other side, we understand not everyone has
access to it, looking into this we decided to develop
a unique ecosystem for everyone where a normal
person can take the advantage of this digitization to
make his life better. Trimbex is a project to build an
integrated infrastructure based on ecosystem
resources and will gradually open to the Blockchain
Industry. Trimbex is committed to being the
birthplace of innovative technologies and innovative
businesses, building a complete ecosystem of
technology development. What a great way to
decentralise the world! Trimbex is disrupting the 3
Million market by providing a global decentralised
platform that will democratise the process of
entrepreneurship. Here’s how it works: We have
created an ecosystem where every entrepreneur can
grow their business, thrive and prosper. We
empower entrepreneurs with tools, resources,
communities and networks so they are able to
achieve their full potential. Our vision is to create
new realities..



Trimbex #TRIM Token is developed on Polygon blockchain.
Trimbex Token has been created to solve a problems but that
problem is more social than financial and that is the problem of
cooperating with each other. Trimbex aims to change the world
for the better by combining Web3, NFT, Metaverse, GameFi, and
other Blockchain Specifications.

Trimbex #TRIM is a utility token with several use cases: Granting
access to the Trimbex platform and all of its features. Valuable
asset for trading on exchanges. Ownership of the Trimbex NFTs
created by the platform. #TRIM Token that every class of people
can be connected to each other universally directly so that they
can help each other without any hesitation and restriction. To
grasp the monumental task that the developers of POLYGON-
seek to take on, it is crucial to understand a little bit about the
decentralized Internet.

Decentralized internet differs from the internet you are used to
in some essential ways. First of all, there are no hosting
companies. Rather, the entire internet is run by personal users.
Until recently, the concept of a decentralized network seemed
impossible. The computing power of the world was not yet up
too far. However, the transparent nature of blockchain networks
makes them perfect for such a task. This is exactly the role that
polygon is seeking. TRIM is a community-funded, open sourced,
Peer to Peer Polygon token. Our NFT (Non-Fungible Token) is the
most unique collections of NFTs marketplace. You can access the
Trimbex platform through our web3 platform which supports all
browsers and mobile devices.

THE TRIMBEX #TRIM TOKEN



Trimbex is a blockchain-based network for
creators to collaborate on and monetize their
creative content. The network uses a NFTs (Non-
Fungible Token) which allows every original piece
of content to be valued as an individual item. It
also offers incentives for being active on the
platform. Trimbex is a blockchain-based NFT (Non
Fungible Token) that is used to incentivize and
reward the creators of quality content. It also
serves as a platform for content optimization.

Trimbex was founded by the team behind
Blockchain Experts, which is an AI-powered
Blockchain company that collects, organizes, and
presents information from different sources. It
also offers incentives for being active on the
platform, allowing members to earn #TRIM
tokens by adding new content, or curating other
people's work.. Trimbex has one of the finest
unique collections of its kind of any blockchain
company in the crypto industry..

TRIMBEX NFT



1 JAN 23

TRIMBEX > centralised 
exchange

3 MAR 23

TRIM GAMES 
> gaming portal

4 APR 23

TRIMBEX > NFT market palce & 
metaverse Awtar portal > awtar
gaming

5 MAY 23

cryptocurrency payment gateway> e-
commerce portal

FEB 23

TRIMSWAP > decentralized
exchange
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TOKONOMICS
TOKEN NAME TRIMBEX (TRIM)

MAXIMUM SUPPLY 3M (30,00000)

CIRCULATING SUPPLY 62500 TRIM

NETWORK POLYGON

MINTING EVERY MONTH 62500 TRIM

48 MONTH MINTING PROCESSTOTAL 
MINTABLE

3M TRIM

Smart Contract
https://polygonscan.com/token/0xa0ead9

27e6c31646cf1d4cc721705c415e515bd4

ALLOCATIONS

Marketing & promotion 30%

Burn 20% 

Development 20%

Community & Trust 10%

Airdrop 10%

Legal 5%

Charity 5%
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https://polygonscan.com/token/0xa0ead927e6c31646cf1d4cc721705c415e515bd4


Proof of Work consensus is the mechanism of choice for the majority of crypto
currencies currently in circulation. The algorithm is used to verify the transaction
and create a new block in the blockchain. To implement a distributed timestamp
server over a peer-to-peer network, we're going to need to use a "proof of
work" systems.
The purpose of a consensus mechanism is to bring all the nodes in agreement,
that is, trust one another, in an environment where the nodes don’t trust each
other.
All the transactions in the new block are then validated and the new block is
then added to the blockchain. The block will get added to the chain which has
the longest block height. Miners (special computers on the network) perform
computation work in solving a complex mathematical problem to add the block
to the network. The main features of POW are It is hard to find a solution to a
mathematical problem. It is easy to verify the correctness of that solution.
The PoW consensus algorithm involves verifying a transaction through the
mining process. This section focuses on discussing the mining process and
resource consumption during the mining process. The proof of work requires
finding a value such that its hash. The necessary work is exponential with the
number of bits at zero necessaries and can be verified by performing a single
fingerprint. For our timestamp network, we implement a proof of work by
incrementing a variable in the block until a value giving a hash with enough bits
of O is found. When the CPU effort has been used to satisfy the proof of work,
the block can no longer be modified without having to redo this work.
Proof of work also solves the problem of determining representation in majority
decisions. If the majority were based on one IP address equals one vote mode, it
could be hacked by someone able to allocate multiple IPs.
Proof of work is based on one CPU equals one vote. The majority decision is
represented by the longest chain, which has the greatest proof of work. If a
majority of the CPU computing power is controlled by honest nodes, then the
honest chain will grow fastest and overtake any competing chain.

To modify an old block, the hacker would have to redo all the proof of work of
the block and all subsequent blocks, then catch up and overtake the work of the
honest nodes. To compensate for the increased computational speed and the
changing interest in running nodes on the network, the difficulty of the proof of
work is determined by a moving average targeting an average number of blocks
per hour. If the blocks are generated too quickly, the difficulty increases..

PROOF OF WORK



Trimbex created #TRIM, a platform for global peer-to-peer
lending and investment operations. Interest rates are set by
market conditions, cutting out the middlemen. It’s time to get
started in this new economy..! Trimbex is the most advanced
decentralized digital currency with a global scalable value in this
kind of any crypto currency. Trimbex is the one of the unique
decentralized digital currency with a Decentralized autonomous
bodies. Its features are:

Trimbex FEATURES

1) Complete transparency and decentralization.
2) The stability of its value.
3) A safe and highly-secure network.
4) Transaction speeds of up to one second.
5) Worldwide availability and 24-hour trading.
6) Transaction fees that are much lower than traditional credit 

card.

Trimbex blockchain is changing the way we do things. Re-writing history,
block by block.
Trimbex's blockchain gives everyone the power to make profits from
anywhere in the world. The decentralized nature of our blockchain
means it’s free from censorship and tampering--or other malicious
interference--which means that people can share ideas openly, without
fear of being silenced or attacked. Uncover the world of digital
currencies with Trimbex.

Are you ready to explore the world of digital currencies? We are too.



Trimbex BUISNESS MODELS

a) Trimbex BLOCKCHAIN: Blockchain is a kind of digital ledger in which
transactions are stored. Blockchain works on the principle of distributed
database management, does not have a central administrator or
centralized data storage, is difficult to tamper with data, and features a
peer-to-peer network protocol. Trimbex Blockchain is the world's most
advanced blockchain for the public welfare areas. It provides a cheaper,
smarter, safer and more transparent way for people to solve social
problems and provides solutions to people's practical needs. Trimbex
Blockchain is a new version of Blockchain is focused on the development
of the public chain. Trimbex Blockchain provides a safe and reliable
environment for storage, Data and assets, as well as trading. Trimbex
Blockchain is the first blockchain that has been built from the ground with
a focus on privacy, security, and scalability. With Trimbex's new technology,
users can transact in complete privacy, without worrying about their data
being exposed. Transactions are instant and can scale to millions of TPS
(Transactions Per Second).

b) Trimbexverse: Trimbexverse is a new way to create and share Immersive
content. It is a visual studio with the power of a metaverse. Using
Trimbexverse, you can create and share immersive stories that are
Powerful, interactive, and social. Trimbexverse is the world's most
advanced visual studio with virtual reality and metaverse. It integrates the
world's leading 3D engine, Unity3D, with a complete set of VR-ready
features for creating interactive content for VR devices. The Trimbexverse
also includes a VR-ready metaverse, where you can import your own 3D
models and create your own virtual World and virtual land.

c) Trimbex SWAP: Trimbex Token Swap is a new way to help with the
growth of Decentralized applications. Trimbex Tokens are needed to use
the application and provide incentives for users, who will stake Trimbex
Tokens in return for some reward. Trimbex is blockchain-based service
that allows users to swap their stakes in the form of tokens with other
users. This means that they can get rid of their stakings at any time, and
able to receive another type of token in return. Trimbexswap is a new way
to swap your stakes with friends. Swapping has never been this easy!

a) Trimbex Blockchain
b) Trimbexverse
c) Trimbexswap

d) Trimbex staking
e) Trimbex GameFi 

f) Launchpad



d) Trimbex STAKING: Staking is a way of earning rewards for
holding certain crypto currencies. Staking can be a great way to
use your crypto to generate passive income, especially because
Trimbex offer high interest rates for staking. Trimbex #TRIM token
staking is a new way to help with the growth of decentralized
applications. Tokens are needed to use the application and
provide incentives for users, who will stake tokens in return for
some reward. who will stake Trimbex Tokens they will definitely
get 50% of extra benefits of #TRIM tokens.. for #TRIM Tokens can
also be used to pay NFTs, GameFi, and other service providers like
developers, creators, contributors and so on.

e) Trimbex GAMEFI: GameFi usually refers to play-to-earn (P2E)
blockchain gaming projects. The Trimbex GameFi Protocol
encourages outstanding Gamers & GameFi teams to launch
GameFi projects with high playability and reasonable Tokenomics
on Game list and decides whether to put them online through
GDAO (Decentralized self-regulatory organization) voting. Users
can buy/sell various game NFTs in ZNFT, including character NFTs,
props NFTs, etc. This allows users to enjoy the convenience and
wealth effect brought by "game value capitalization“.

f) LAUNCHPAD: Launchpad is a fundraising platform that provides
crypto investors with the opportunity to invest in early crypto
projects before they are listed publicly.
The Trimbex Launchpad enables it's investors to buy tokens
cheaper, so that they can maximize their return on investment
when price appreciates later on and they sell them. Launchpad
prevents a large number of tokens being bought up by whales and
subjected to pump and dump schemes, which will cause their
token prices to plunge.



Trimbex STAKING
Staking is the way #TRIM Tokens verify its transactions, and it
allows participants to earn double rewards on their holdings.
Staking can be a great way to use your crypto to generate
passive income, especially because Trimbex offer high
interest rates for staking.
Trimbex #TRIM token staking is a new way to help with the
growth of decentralized applications. This is a more energy-
efficient alternative to the original proof-of-work model.
Tokens are needed to use the application and provide
incentives for users. Your TRIM tokens are still in your
possession when you stake them. You're essentially putting
those staked coins to work, and you're free to unstake them
later if you want to trade them. The unstaking process may
not be immediate;
Who will stake Trimbex Tokens, they will definitely get 50% of
extra benefits of #TRIM tokens.. for #TRIM Tokens can also be
used to pay NFTs, GameFi, and other service providers like
developers, creators, contributors and so on.
Trimbex is a self-sustaining crypto ecosystem which provides
various financial products, supports the development and
implementation of blockchain-based projects and solves the
issues of token liquidity.
It powers up user's stake to #TRIM tokens by burning TRIM
tokens in accordance with the amount of POLYGON staked.
Trimbex is the world’s first decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO) for artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning. With Trimbex, you can cash-in your data for crypto
currencies.



Trimbex creates a tokenized economy by offering #TRIM
tokens to AI and ML developers, data providers, and data
users. Data providers are rewarded with tokens when they
provide data to help train AI algorithms. Data users are
rewarded with tokens when they use the products built on top
of the platform by these AI developers.

All the transactions in the new block are then validated and
the new block is then added to the blockchain. The algorithm
is used to verify the transaction and create a new block in the
blockchain. To achieve transaction without a trusted third
party, transactions must be publicly announced, and we need
a system in which participants agree on a single history of the
order in which they were received. The verification is reliable
as long as the honest nodes control the network but becomes
more vulnerable if the network is taken by hackers with more
computing power.

Although network nodes can verify transactions on their own,
the simplified method can be fooled by a transaction created
by an attacker as long as the attacker is able to control the
computing power of the network. One strategy to protect
against this is to accept alerts from network nodes when they
detect an invalid block, prompting the user's software to
download the entire block and alerted transactions to confirm
the inconsistency.



All the transactions in the new block are then validated and
the new block is then added to the blockchain. The
algorithm is used to verify the transaction and create a new
block in the blockchain. To achieve transaction without a
trusted third party, transactions must be publicly
announced, and we need a system in which participants
agree on a single history of the order in which they were
received. The verification is reliable as long as the honest
nodes control the network but becomes more vulnerable if
the network is taken by hackers with more computing
power.

Although network nodes can verify transactions on their
own, the simplified method can be fooled by a transaction
created by an attacker as long as the attacker is able to
control the computing power of the network. One strategy
to protect against this is to accept alerts from network nodes
when they detect an invalid block, prompting the user's
software to download the entire block and alerted
transactions to confirm the inconsistency..

TRANSACTIONS



Trimbex is a Decentralised applications such as DeFi
(Decentralised Finance) DeFi appears to be a solution that
goes in the direction of history. However, it is better to get
started quickly so as not to miss the bandwagon. The figures
in 2022 in terms of DeFi investment are remarkable and show
that more and more investors are coming to the DeFi niche.
This is proof that the ecosystem is maturing. Thus many see it
as the future of finance, the equivalent of finance 2.0., In
addition, DeFi carries noble ambitions such as greater
financial inclusion. Today, in some countries, many people still
do not have access to the traditional banking system. This
limits their development on the plane's personal and
professional and inhibits any possible investment.
Additionally, DeFi intends to end the opacity of the banking
system and restores power to the investor. Right now, most
people put their money in the bank. In return, you have to pay
high fees. In the same vein, if you made of trading, you have
to pay commissions. Moreover, although it is of course
resources, it is clear that your money is in the bank's hand.
The Bank uses these funds to lend money to other people
without you even knowing it. In times of economic crisis, if the
bank goes bankrupt, you risk losing your money. With DeFi,
you don't run that kind of risk, you control your own money
and you can decide how to use it. More generally, the absence
of intermediaries can improve the speed of operation and
ease of life are users.

ADVANTAGES OF USING DEFI 



DeFi is also coming at a time when more and more people
are fond distrustful of supervisory structures. In this
context, DeFi appears to be a suitable solution. Defi's
wallet ensures direct peer to peer transactions controlled
by informed contracts between different parties without
the intervention of any third parties. Therefore, users can
completely control their funds using exclusive private keys.
It is immune to hacking attacks and data violations. The
DeFi wallet can come in the form of a web, hardware,
desktop, and mobile wallets. The popular examples of Defi
wallets are MetaMask, MyEtherwallet, Trust Wallet, BitGo,
and Electrum. Defi's wallet ensures the highly safety of
funds and data of users through steps such as two-factor
authentication, multi-signature technology, and cold
wallets. Finally, from an even more pragmatic point of view,
you should know that DeFi is an excellent way to achieve
passive income. You can indeed participate in financing
certain decentralized applications. In return for your
financial support, you earn interest. At a time when
passbook interest rates are trending towards zero, DeFi
represents an excellent investment opportunity.



VISION & MISSION

Our Vision: To enables digital ownership and a
financial systems which is non-inflationary.

Our Mission: To provide an inclusive and diverse
platform where the community can thrive and grow.

Our motto: Trimbex is a decentralized crypto
currency that showcases their mission to create a
fairer and better world through financial stability and
economic independence. Trimbex creates an
ecosystem where you can develop yourself in all
aspects of life through crypto currencies. It’s not just
about money; it’s about everything.



CONCLUSION

What is Trimbex?
Trimbex is a project that is dedicated to the
development of the blockchain in the financial,
economic, and social fields. In a nutshell, it's an open-
sourced, decentralized crypto-token backed by a NFT,
METAVERSE, GAMEFI, WEB3 Complex. Trimbex’s goal is
to be a stable form of currency that will empower the
world to get what they need. The goal is to offer people
the opportunity to save up for a rainy day without
having to worry about inflation or deflation.

What does Trimbex do..?
Trimbex will create a global blockchain base for social
service system and provide a set of cutting-edge
technology solutions for society, settle down, market: In
the spirit of good news, we're pleased to announce that
Trimbex currency's been secured in our reserve and all
transactions are now done in Trimbex. We believe in
Trimbex and it's where we stand. Welcome to the
future of Trimbex, where crypto is king.



One last point we would like to make is the
importance of finding a team with genuine passion
and belief in the business, otherwise you most likely
will not know if they are capable of succeeding or not.
This is why we have always operated on the principle
of being transparent and open to our community. And
this transparency has allowed us to get feedback,
collaborate and build relationships as we grow.
We hope you will join us on this journey of building a
company with Trimbex may have a very low supply,
but the user demand is quite high.

The Tokens are very liquid and move quickly, which is
an obvious advantage for traders. The whitepaper has
been well researched, which gives credibility to the
idea. Trimbex is a decentralized crypto currency that
showcases their mission to create a fairer and better
world through financial stability and economic
independence.

Trimbex creates an ecosystem where these groups
can develop themselves in all aspects of life through
crypto currencies. It’s not just about money; it’s about
everything...
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